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The research in the field of advanced materials is significantly driven by the devel-
opment of “smart” materials that are designed to react with environmental condi-
tions and other stimuli. Smart materials that have attracted considerable attention
in the last years have now become an intrinsic field in dealing with both societal
challenges and significant engineering problems in various sectors such as energy
and water consumption, recycling and engineering.

The field of advanced materials benefits from multidisciplinary basic and ap-
plied research in physics, chemistry, mathematical modeling and materials engi-
neering. Technical challenges related to developing suitable smart materials and
intelligent structures are applicable in a wide range of fields, such as sensors, spin-
tronics, supercapacitors, biomedical applications (drug delivery and hyperthermia
therapy), self-healing, flexible memories, construction technologies and other emerg-
ing technologies.

Carbon-based materials have gained major attention for replacing other con-
ventional materials as a promising basis for developing novel smart materials due
to their abundance and low cost, high-temperature stability and corrosion resis-
tance, high electrical and thermal conductivity and enhanced mechanical proper-
ties, particularly in the microscopic and nanoscopic scale.

This book consists of chapters written by expert scientists and engineers from
the international carbon-based materials community, who contribute important re-
search work with emphasis to advanced applications. Contributions focus on novel
applications of carbon-based smart materials, as well as on functionalization pro-
cesses and multiscale modeling.

In the first chapter “New class of graphene-based devices for the next generation
of nonvolatile memories,” the main scientific works concerning the properties of mem-
ories based on graphene layers, graphene oxide, and reduced graphene oxide are re-
viewed by showing the promising results in terms of writing time and endurance/
cyclability compared to existing technologies. Moreover, these materials can poten-
tially allow developing a highly scalable complementary metal-oxide–semiconductor-
compatible technology. This chapter suggests that graphene-based memory technol-
ogy can be exploited for space applications, as it is being insensitive to radiation and
easily reprogrammable.

Second chapter is devoted to the research undertaken at the University of
Birmingham on the functionalization of carbon-based materials using the active
screen plasma (ASP) technology. The chapter entitled “Plasma surface activation
and functionalization of carbon-based Materials” exploits the typical physical and
chemical phenomena associated with the plasma technology, further optimized by
the additional control and degrees of freedom offered by the ASP technology. In
this way, the highly reactive species in the plasma were used to reduce graphene
oxide films, activate the surface of carbon paper membranes or functionalize the
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surface of carbon fibers. All the above seem to be great opportunities to create pat-
terned surfaces using the ASP technology, in combination with other processes,
with potential application in multiple fields such as functional materials, sensors
and biosensors, electrical, electronic and optoelectronic devices. Without question,
the ASP technology remains a valuable enabling technology for the surface func-
tionalization of engineering materials, showing broader prospects of practical ap-
plications than ever before.

Modeling of carbon-based smart materials is the subject of the third chapter. A
better understanding of the thermophysical behavior of carbon-based polymer
nanocomposites at different length- and time-scales could pave the way of discover-
ing novel smart materials and could be facilitated by proper materials modeling.
Advanced modeling approaches for the estimation of nanocomposite properties are
based on linking and/or coupling various model types that are applicable at differ-
ent length- and time-scales. This chapter review could be particularly useful for a
broader audience of readers, whose research interest is focused on modeling issues
in carbon-based materials. Atomistic, mesoscopic and macroscopic simulation tools
that allow exploring the main properties of nanocomposites are extensively pre-
sented, and future perspectives of advanced modeling of carbon-based smart mate-
rials are discussed.

The fourth chapter entitled “Carbon nanotube-based materials for space appli-
cations” summarizes the activities performed in three sequential European Space
Agency projects, highlighting the introduction of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into
composite materials for space applications. The first activity aimed at proving the
feasibility of using CNT skeletons as an alternative to conventionally filled resins,
overcoming high viscosity issues, which limits the processability of materials. For
the second activity, the aim was to scale up the nanotube structures and integrate
them in carbon fiber-reinforced composites. More recently, activities were focused
on selecting two applications with highest potential for performance improvements,
taking into account all knowledge gained, followed by the development and testing
of two demonstrators. This chapter presents the development steps and demonstra-
tor manufacturing and testing for one of these applications, a carbon fiber-
reinforced polymer (CFRP) optical mirror. For this mirror demonstrator, a complete
assembly consisting of two CFRP skins with outer CNT layers bonded to a carbon-
based honeycomb center was manufactured. The principle of producing a highly
accurate optical mirror in CFRP-CNT technology is rated as very promising, with im-
portant mass savings at required thermoelastic distortion values.

The next chapter deals with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of graphene-
based polymer nanocomposites. The unique, advanced properties of graphene justify
why it is widely considered as the material of the future. Within this chapter, graphe-
ne’s great potential for new applications is highlighted, and the recent progress in the
design of graphene-based polymer nanocomposites from both an experimental and a
computational point of view is discussed. The basic concepts of molecular simulations
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focusing particularly on the MD technique and simulation results for the structural,
conformational and mechanical properties of a test nanocomposite system based on
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) filled with two different types of graphene sheets
are also presented: simple (i.e., unfunctionalized) graphene sheets and functionalized
(i.e., graphene oxide). This study was driven by recent experimental reports according
to which the addition of a small fraction of graphene sheets in a polar polymer matrix
such as PMMA can lead to a remarkable enhancement of its elastic constants.

The last chapter “Carbon from waste source for Li-ion battery” suggests that the
accomplishment of “12 principles of green chemistry” is a fundamental goal to be
pursued by means of designing/optimizing environmentally “conscious” processes,
materials and devices to reduce their environmental impact throughout all the
phases of their life cycle, thus benefiting the economy, protecting people and
achieving the real goal of a truly sustainable world. This goal can be achieved by
exploiting carbonized nanocellulosic binders and water-based papermaking cou-
pled with high-performing green composite polymer electrolytes.

The book is useful for everyone who is interested in applications of carbon-
based smart materials and is especially oriented to the graduate students and
young researchers to facilitate their introduction in this new area. The editors thank
all the authors who contributed their work to this book and also acknowledge the
superb assistance that the staff of De Gruyter has provided for the publication of
this work.
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